
 

The introduction of this blog post would be "Dhadkan Hindi Movie Download." This is a great way to promote your blog. 1. Write about your topic in the introduction with a snazzy title that will make them want to read more and click it. 2. Include links with hashtags or keywords that people might search for and be interested in your post (ie: #hindi, #indian, etc.) 3. Use high-quality images and gifs as
you see fit to support the introduction and make readers feel like they can connect with you or relate to what you're talking about 4. Create a "permalink" for your posts. 1. Your post must have at least 500 words. 2. Submit your post to the appropriate category (see above) NOT ALLOWED! categories are Tastes, Trending, Entertainment, Award Shows, etc. 3. Only ONE PER PERSON per week is
allowed! You are allowed to submit multiple posts within these groups of categories, but they will be deleted because you are duplicating content... 4. ONLY REGULAR USERS are allowed to submit content! If you are not a regular, you will get FOUR strikes (and thus losing your posting privileges) for every non-regular post you submit (so it is encouraged that you join or improve your activities!).
5. You will get ONE strike if the date of your post does not correspond to the week of the "week" (ie: if you make a post on Monday of Week 1's category but there is no Tuesday category...you will get one strike). 6. 7. Only up to 10 posts are allowed per week in each category at different times in different threads! 8. 9. Once you get 10 posts per week in each category, there is no limit on how many
posts you will be able to submit in the same category per week! 10. Submit your post to the appropriate Bullied thread (below)! 11. 12. All images must be under 800px wide (regardless of any images within the bigger images!) 13. Images must have proper resolution of at least 2kB on Imgur or 500kB on Photobucket/Picasa account 14. There are NO EXCEPTIONS! No exceptions! Only one
submission per person, please. 1. Show us what you are passionate about! 2. Show us how to engage with this passion! 3. Take a photo or make a collage of your passion! 4. Please include the title of the post in the body of your submission (don't forget to bold it!) 5. Click on "Post Image" to submit it directly to the forum, because all photos go through an approval process - don't worry, it's usually very
fast but please allow some time for approval if you post an image! Thanks also for understanding that no profanity is allowed in the pic descriptions, so have fun with your creativity :) 
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